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Take a fresh look at what you put on the table with The Founding Farmers Cookbook:Â 100

Recipes for True Food &Â Drink, from one of Americaâ€™s most popular restaurants.Take a fresh

look at what you put on the table with The Founding Farmers Cookbook: 100 Recipes for True Food

& Drink, from one of Americaâ€™s most popular and sustainable restaurants.Nestled in the

nationâ€™s capital, Founding Farmers offers traditional homegrown fare made with fresh

ingredients from family farms, ranches, and fisheries across the country. Now you can indulge in

traditional American dishes such as Yankee Pot Roast, Southern Pan-Fried Chicken and Waffles,

and 7-Cheese Mac & Cheese at home. Best of all, theyâ€™re easy to make using fresh ingredients

that are grown right here in the United States and can be found at your local farmersâ€™

market.Â In addition to 100 accessible farm-to-fork recipes, The Founding Farmers Cookbook takes

you straight to the source of the foods you enjoy every day, with profiles of hardworking American

purveyors from Virginia and Maryland, to North Dakota and Texas, and beyond.Keeping in line with

the Founding Farmers mission to support local producers, proceeds go to a collective of family

farmers, ranchers, and fishermen.With its focus on people, fresh food, and local communities, this

cookbook with a mission is a must-have for anyone who wants to bring true American food and

drink to their home table.
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The book itself is great - the food is fabulous, and instructions are easy and simple to follow. I got

the hardcover as a Christmas gift, and got myself the Kindle version, as I use most of my recipes



from the iPad these days.The Kindle version is a match to the hardcover, with one huge exception:

there is no table of contents in the digital version. Having to manually swipe through each of 230+

pages is MADDENING. Would be infinitely more useful Kindle book with a table of contents so that I

didn't have to hunt for ten minutes to find the right recipe!

Since moving to DC Founding Farmers has been one of my favorite restaurants. I have always

loved every meal I have tried there so very excited for this cookbook when I heard it was coming

out. There is a great variety of different recipes including for some of my favorites Benoits and

Yankee Pot Roast! This is not your 30minute meals type cookbook as for every recipe we have

made has taken at least an hour of prepwork and cooking and usually much more than that. The

time commitment however is well worth it in then end. It is important to realize however that what

makes Founding Farmers so great is the high quality ingredients they use in every recipe (which

may not be as easily found for us average chefs). If you are looking for a high quality cookbook of

great, but time consuming recipes, or a big fan of Founding Farmers (like anyone who has ever ate

there) this is the PERFECT COOKBOOK for you!

Love this restaurant in DC and the book is a lot cheaper here than buying from the place directly!!!

(Even the servers will tell you how yup save a little moola by buying here!) Trust me, they are NOT

hurting for it!

Great cookbook! I made the butternut squash ravioli and highly recommend it for the vegetarians

coming over for thanksgiving dinner. The ravioli could also be used as a side dish instead of sweet

potatoes. The chicken wings are not fried, they get roasted in the oven after marinating for several

hours. The wings are the best I've ever had! I also made the veggie burgers and I didn't have a

golden beet so I used a red beet and it made it look like real hamburger. I'm not sure if vegetarians

want a burger that looks like meat but it tasted so much better than meat.

I couldn't wait to purchase this cookbook, having eaten at the Founding Farmers restaurant in DC

and finding their food outstanding. This cookbook did not disappoint me. Just flipping through the

pages my mouth was watering. And the recipes themselves are great. These are not simple recipes,

and the dishes are fabulous.

I gave this book as a Christmas gift and was an instant hero upon presentation. It helps if you have



visited a Founding Farmers restaurant (which we did) and enjoyed the food. The unique menu

intrigued us and the flavorful dishes delighted our palates. We forgot to ask about the cook book on

the way out, but I was pleased to find it online for less. Now the task of recreating the dishes begins.

Beautiful book (inside and out) lot's of delicious looking recipes (haven't tried any of them yet but if

they're half as delicious as the food at the restaurant, I'm sure they'll be great). Cool Christmas gift

for my chica.

I bought this cookbook after visiting the restaurant in DC. My sister-in-law and I love cooking and we

recently made the beignets for our families. They were delish!! Great recipes and the book was

cheaper than if bought in the restaurant.
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